
   
 

GRADE10/ UNIT THREE 

 

I. Vocabulary (20 Marks) 

Choose from a, b, c and d to complete the following sentences:  

                                                                                                         (4x5=20) 

1- Some changes have been made to the house's basic ……………….. 

      a- venue                              b- council                      

      c- design                            d- influx   

2- The new project will …………… the local community as a whole. 

     a- benefit                             b- drill                          

     c- evoke                                d- voice   

3- We stayed in a big hotel whose rooms were ………… and comfortable. 

     a- public                                b- spacious                         

     c- residential                         d- state    

4- Kids want to have Nike and Reebok and other top …………………   

     a- brands                              b- boutiques                        

     c- forecourts                          d- objectives   

 

II. Grammar (10 Marks) 

Do as shown between brackets: (2 X 5= 10)    

5- I have just finished reading a book with 300 pages.             

                                                                  ( Use a compound adjective )                  

  a- I have just finished reading a 300-page book.             

  b- I have just finished reading a 300-pages book.             

  c- I have just finished reading a 300-page-book.                 

6- Today is the (bad) day I've had in a long time.    

                                                                              ( Correct the mistake )  

       a- Today is the worse day I've had in a long time.        

       b- Today is the baddest day I've had in a long time.      

       c- Today is the worst day I've had in a long time.        



III. Writing (30 Marks) 

 

Write a paragraph of 6 sentences about " A building you prefer most 

in Kuwait and why"  

Write your outline (5 Marks) 

Introductory sentence:  

My favourite building in Kuwait is the Avenues.  

Supporting details: 

- a distinctive design  
- largest shopping mall 
- a lot of restaurants, cafés, stores … 
- large parking  

 

Concluding sentence: 

To sum up, building impressive buildings is so important as it 

can attract tourists and improve the economy.  

 

Write your topic here (25 Marks) 

   My favourite building in Kuwait is the Avenues. I prefer it most 

because it has a very distinctive design. Also, it is the largest 

shopping mall in Kuwait. In addition, it has a lot of restaurants, cafés 

and stores which makes it one of the best shopping destinations. 

Finally, it has a large parking that fits over 10,000 cars. To sum up, 

building impressive buildings is so important as it can attract 

tourists and improve the economy.    

  


